
UNIVERSAL WELLNESS HOLDING CORP fka AMERICAN DIVERSIFIED HOLDINGS CORPORATION                                                                        
OTC “ADHC”) ANNOUNCES STRATEGIC ALLIANCE. 

LEADING NFT AND CRYPTOCURRENCY DEVELOPER ALVIN TABIOS, FOUNDER OF GLOBALVISION INT’L 
INC. (GVI) FORMS VENTURE WITH ADHC 

GVI IS THE PARENT COMPANY OF 3 CRYPTOCURRENCY ENTITIES INCLUDING: ICR8WEALTH 
EDUCATIONAL, AN NFT ART AND GAMING PLATFORM AND THE SOON TO BE TRADING ALT COIN “GVI 
TOKEN”. 

Del Mar, CA (11- 22, 2021) 

Universal Wellness Holding Corp fka American Diversified Holdings Corporation (OTC: “ADHC") 
announced today that it has entered into a strategic relationship with noted cryptocurrency innovator 
Alvin Tabios and his stable of cryptocurrency and blockchain development projects. 

Experienced global tech visionary Alvin Tabios previously created and managed the largest corporate 
training center in North America for Credit Education. He is now pursuing his passion as an educational 
advocate encouraging financial freedom through alternative investing. He is full-time cryptocurrency 
investor and blockchain developer. 

Mr. Tabios is a sought- after expert in crypto currency and has received significant interest in the 
financial press. CLICK HERE FOR HIS MOST RECENT INTERVIEW, 
www.KUSI.com/cryptocurrency-101-the-basics/ 

Currently, Mr. Tabios is developing three promising crypto based business initiatives including: 

ICR8WEALTH (www.icr8wealth.com)                   
A web based education platform that provides a innovative approach to a new generation of investors 
seeking to find financial freedom and profit safely as the Crypto world continues to evolve. 

NFT ART AND GAMING (website coming soon)                                                   
In this project, we will be developing a Collectible-backed NFT Marketplace. The client will own the NFT 
and the GlobalVision Int'l Inc. will own the NFT marketplace. Users can create their own NFTs and sell 
them in the marketplace. Users who purchase the NFT tokens will earn single ownership of the 
product/asset. 

GVI COMMERCE AND THE GLOBAL VISION ALT COIN                              
www.globalvisionintl.com           
GVI's enterprise financial platform is designed to revolutionize the global banking and money system 
through the widespread adoption of its end-to-end cryptocurrency merchant solution. 

“ADHC presents a compelling opportunity to advance my vision in developing my cryptocurrency and 
blockchain operations. We will be conducting a comprehensive review of how ADHC and its 
shareholders can benefit from expanding a relationship with the GVI stable of enterprises and the global 



network of relationships," Stated Mr. Tabios.  

"Mr. Tabios has the technical skills and business experience to really take ADHC, to the next level. We 
will be conducting a comprehensive of all of our operating businesses in consultation with Mr. Tabios 
and other industry visionaries. We are currently charting our future for revenue growth and increased 
enterprise valuation for our shareholders," Commented ADHC. "ADHC will be updating shareholders on 
a regular basis on issues involving litigation and business developments."  

ABOUT (OTC: "ADHC")  

Universal Wellness Holdings Corp fka American Diversified Holdings Corporation (OTC: "ADHC") is a 
publicly traded holding company trading under the ticker symbol (OTC-"ADHC").  

ADHC is currently developing three web-based businesses. 

www.UniversalWellnessHC.com (UWHC) is a wellness and lifestyle ecommerce site focused upon 
providing innovative products, news and the latest health care developments. UWHC currently offers 
a broad array of products through a strategic alliance with Pharmstrong.com  

www.CannaBusinessNow.com is a web portal focused on the latest news and information in the 
cannabis industry.  

www.CryptoCurrencyBusinessnow.com is a web portal focused on the latest news and information in 
the cryptocurrency sector.  

Investor Contact:                                                     
eremo@Universalwellnesshc.com                                                     
Tel: 858-259-4534 

CONTACT FOR: Alvin Tabios                                         
Alvin@ICR8WEALTH.com                                                            
Tel: 916-910-3937 

 

TWITTER: @ADHCManagement. This Twitter page is the only official twitter page for ADHC.  

Information contained herein includes forward-looking statements. These statements relate to future 
events or future financial performance, involving known and unknown risks and uncertainties that may 
cause our actual results to be materially different performance or achievements expressed. You should 
not place undue reliance on these statements since they involve known and unknown risks, in some 
cases, beyond our control. 


